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What Is It?

THE FOCUS FOR THE MONTH

Practical Spiritual Astrology is
grounded in the understanding
that our aim as consciously
evolving humans is not only to
remember and reclaim our
essential divine nature, but also to
manifest that spiritual essence
more dynamically and more
abundantly in the material world.
The sacred knowledge of the
heavenly intelligences and their
cosmic cycles can guide us
infallibly into spontaneous right
action and joyful, fulfilled
expression of our true selves.

The month begins with an intensely energetic Pluto station and the remarkable seed-energy of
the New Moon. It’s clear that we are in for major transformations, powerfully altering the world
around us and creating an opportunity for new growth. In spite of the fact that we may not know
exactly where we are going or may not be able to visualize clearly the outcomes we desire, we
must somehow summon the courage to move forward. If we are willing to accept our
vulnerability, expand our point of view, and embrace diversity as a genuine personal possibility
in our lives, we can grab unexpected opportunities for reinventing ourselves and embracing all
that life brings us. In the process, we can start to crystallize the ideas and insights that will
prepare us for new beginnings as our awareness continues to expand.

Purpose & Benefits
Practical Spiritual Astrology thus
brings us daily opportunities for
being completely spiritually
centered in a manner that is
consistently resourceful in
bringing out the best qualities in
our circumstances, completely
congruent with our true creative
nature, and genuinely helpful to
others in a multitude of pragmatic,
life-affirming ways.

Truth and Beauty
If we take a moment to observe our surroundings and reflect on the splendor and abundance
that manifests in every way imaginable, we cannot help but be reminded of the fundamental
unity of truth and beauty. This eternal verity, ever at the heart of the poetic awareness, is
available to us now as a source of confidence and transformation, beckoning us toward the sort
of inspired revelations that can help us lovingly transcend the conflict and pettiness that others
often seem to find so compelling.

Passion and Action
Intense new passions arise within us as we move toward the Full Moon, illuminating all that we
have accomplished and all that has become a part of us, for good or for ill. As usual, we are
confronted with many choices, so there is the possibility that we will become absorbed in
confusion and indecision. We should not underestimate the power of action, however, since
action has an infinite capacity for dispelling illusion and for bringing clarity to almost any
situation. By the time we are absorbing the cosmic blessings that come with the Full Moon, we
will fully appreciate how important it is for each of us to offer our unique insights, to make our
unique contributions, and to be at ease with being the divinely unique individuals we really are.

COSMIC OPPORTUNITIES
Pluto direct station – September
2, 6:44 a.m. EDT New Moon –
September 3, 2:45 p.m. EDT
Mercury enters Virgo –
September 4, 1:52 p.m. EDT
Venus enters Scorpio –
September 11, 12:14 p.m. EDT
Full Moon – September 17, 10:01
p.m. EDT Mercury enters Libra –
September 20, 12:40 p.m. EDT
Sun enters Libra for the Fall
Equinox – September 22, 6:24 p.
m. EDT

Claiming Spiritual Perfection
Will we ever get it right? Will we ever be able to rise to the sublimely high standards that
spiritual perfection demands? Will we ever learn to set aside our inconsistencies long enough to
connect with the Divine Purpose that drives our lives? When such thoughts occur to us, and
when we find ourselves unwittingly dragged into fearful analysis of our own weaknesses and
shortcomings, we need simply recall that we don't have to make any effort whatsoever to
connect with the Divine Plan. In fact, we are already completely connected! We only have to
remember our true nature to realign ourselves once again with our true purpose.

SHARE INSIGHTS AND GET
MORE INFORMATION
You'll find lots more information
about how astrology can help you
on your personal spiritual path at
www.TimBost.com. There you'll
learn about Tim Bost’s
publications and services, and get
details about
FinancialCyclesWeekly, his widelyacclaimed newsletter that shares
techniques and strategies for
using spiritually-based astrology
to make money in the equities
markets. Send an email to
spirit@timbost.com with your
questions, your comments, and
your ideas. We want to hear from
you!

Calmness and Challenges
When we are confronted with challenging situations during the closing days of the month, it
often seems enough for us simply to survive in the face of overwhelming odds and threatening
circumstances. If we manage to escape unscathed, it's entirely natural for us to feel a sense of
relief. But what is even more important is the inner calmness, the profound knowing, that that
relief engenders. When we are centered in the ultimate peace of pure consciousness, we can
effortlessly bring into manifestation any possibility we can imagine.

Spiritual Living in the Material World
We face many challenges when we try to bring our spiritual awareness into the realm of
mundane reality, but there are few challenges greater than the ones that revolve around money.
Financial concerns have enormous power, and that power can be used wisely to transform our
lives and to open up new avenues of loving and creative service. Money questions automatically
create emotional stress, and automatically move us into bigger opportunities for personal growth
and spiritual evolution. To discover more about the role that spiritual astrology plays in financial
understanding, visit our other websites at www.FinancialCyclesWeekly.com and at www.
GannPlan.com.
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